Program 2022

Follow us on social media!

ABOUT PEACE DAYS

www.facebook.com/JourneesPaixPeaceDays
@journeesdelapaix
#peacedays | #peaceinaction
#itsonme | #endracism

Peace Days – A Twelve-Day Celebration of the International Day of Peace!
The eighth edition of Peace Days, an initiative of the Peace Network for Social Harmony, will
take place from September 21, the United Nations International Day of Peace, to October 2,
the United Nations International Day of Non-Violence. The name “Peace Days” takes into
account the growing scope of activities offered by the initiative’s many partners on the ground.
Again this year, Montrealers will have the opportunity to participate in a rich, diverse,
innovative and festive program, 45 activities presented by 56 implementing partners from
the community, cultural, educational and philanthropic sectors. This includes workshops,
exhibitions, artistic paths, yoga sessions, concerts, conferences, panels, meditation and more.
It will be a tremendous opportunity, both individually and collectively, for serious reflection and
concrete action for peace.

The twelve days will unfold under the theme “Take Action for Equality:
End Racism, Build Peace”
To commemorate the International Day of Peace, the United Nations invites us in 2022 to end
racism and build peace. The organization invites us to “work towards a world free of racism and
racial discrimination. A world where compassion and empathy overcome suspicion and hatred.
A world that we can truly be proud of.”
The United Nations reminds us that “achieving true peace entails much more than laying down
arms. It requires the building of societies where all members feel that they can flourish. It
involves creating a world in which people are treated equally, regardless of their race.”
As Secretary-General António Guterres has said: “Racism continues to poison institutions,
social structures, and everyday life in every society. It continues to be a driver of persistent
inequality. And it continues to deny people their fundamental human rights. It destabilizes
societies, undermines democracies, erodes the legitimacy of governments, and… the linkages
between racism and gender inequality are unmistakable”.
The United Nations stresses our joint responsibility in promoting sustainable peace. “Tackling
racism is a crucial way to contribute. We can work to dismantle the structures that entrench
racism in our midst. We can support movements for equality and human rights everywhere.
We can speak out against hate speech – both offline and online. We can promote anti-racism
through education and reparatory justice.”
Taking action for justice, equality and inclusion is everyone’s responsibility. Participate in Peace
Days and be part of the movement!
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Message from the Mayor of Montréal
The city of Montréal is proud to participate in the International
Day of Peace again this year.

Ville de Montréal / Sylvain Légaré

First of all, I would like to thank all the citizens, partners and
community organizations that are helping to make our city
more inclusive and supportive. The many actions taken in
our neighbourhoods to fight exclusion and racism, and to
ensure that no one is left behind, are a testament to our
shared goal of building a more just and equal society.
In Montréal, it is important to state and reiterate that there
is zero tolerance for racism and all forms of discrimination.
We aspire to build a city where everyone is equal, where
everyone can develop fully and live with dignity. But this is
not just an aspiration; we are taking concrete action in many
areas to achieve this goal.
Diversity is our greatest asset. Whether it be cultural, social or economic, Montréal is
strong in its diversity, which makes it a prosperous place to live. Each person, with his or
her unique life path, contributes to the effervescence that makes our city a welcoming and
caring place to live.
This year, Montréal will mark the International Day of Peace under the theme: "Take action
for Equality: End Racism, Build Peace". More than ever, we are committed to the values of
openness and equality that guide our decisions and propel our initiatives, with the goal of
fostering understanding of others and thus cultivating peace.
Montréal is an inclusive city where hate and violence have no place. This is why we are
committed to taking action to protect and respect human rights and to fight against all forms
of racism and systemic discrimination.
It is therefore with respect for others and openness that I wish us to celebrate together the
International Day of Peace on September 21st 2022.

Valérie Plante
Mayor of Montréal
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Message from Peace Network for Social Harmony

@SandraLarochelle

Following two mostly-online editions of Peace Days, we are
very excited to present a mostly-in-person 8th edition (although
we’re still presenting some fantastic virtual options, as you’ll
see in the program!) Regardless of what form the 45 activities
take, as presented by our 56 grassroots and institutional
partners, the topics covered by the events are increasingly
relevant to our social well-being and our quality of life.
That well-being has been hit hard by the physical toll of the
pandemic and the trauma of the countless injustices of these
past two and a half years. It is clearer than ever - as the theme
of Peace Days 2022 exhorts - that it’s time to “Take action for
equality: End racism and build peace.” The Peace Network
aims for the multitude of activities united under the Peace
Days banner to provide the opportunity and the impetus for
Montrealers of all backgrounds to join together as peace builders and make ours a city that
is increasingly a model of justice, equity, inclusion, compassion and non-violence for this
troubled world.
The Peace Network is composed of 24 members from the worlds of philanthropy and business,
without whom our organization would literally not exist. On top of that, we have generous
contributions to our Peace Days initiative. We would like to express our deep gratitude to
the Dym Family Foundation for once again acting as our Lead Partner for Peace Days, as
well as thanking all others who have helped ensure that the initiative is financially viable and
sustainable. We also know that our dozens of partners on the ground greatly appreciate the
visibility, the synergies, the partnerships and the calls to action that are generated by Peace
Days. We want these partners to know how much we appreciate their commitment and their
involvement in Peace Days, as we strive to maximize social impact through collaboration.
Ultimately, Peace Days is about you, our fellow Montrealers. Whether it’s online or in person,
we count on you to take part in activities that interest you, and to help spread the word to your
family, friends and colleagues. Let’s make Peace Days the spark that ignites us to become
agents of positive social change. After all, it’s on us to build a more equal, more respectful,
more just and more peaceful society.
Happy Peace Days,

Brian Bronfman
President, Peace Network for Social Harmony
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2022 Ambassadors
Starting in 2019, Peace Days has been represented by Ambassadors who convey the initiative’s
message of peace and who help to promote Peace Days programming.
“Peace can never be taken for granted. Like a human being, it needs
to be nourished every day if we are to keep it alive and healthy. Like
a birthday, we celebrate peace once a year in order to highlight it, to
give thanks for the radiance it provides us, and to remember that it is
our source of light. Let us be many to make it grow, to preserve it, to
make it shine.”

I’m thrilled to be returning in 2022 as an Ambassador
for Peace Days, a cornerstone initiative of the Peace
Network for Social Harmony. The theme for this 8th
edition of Peace Days – “Take action for equality: End
racism, build peace” – is particularly inspiring! Each
of us needs to actively participate in the creation of
a more equitable, just and inclusive society, one that
provides each individual with the many benefits of
a life lived in peace, harmony and equality. Racism,
discrimination and division are blights on our society;
their elimination is a fundamental condition for living together in peace. Being an Ambassador
allows me to help the Peace Network and its many partners to spread their message and to find
people – like you! – who share these values and are willing to create positive change for a better
society. Why not start with a Peace Days activity? After all, it’s on us to take action, end racism and
build a lasting peace!
— Brian Bronfman

We feel so very pleased and tremendously honoured to be able to count on this united and
committed team that is actively promoting Peace Days 2022! We would like to express our sincere
gratitude to Kim Thúy and Brian Bronfman for standing by our side to promote peace-in-action!
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@SandraLarochelle

— Kim Thúy

In loving memory of both Frieda & Mike Dym!
The Dym Family Foundation is pleased once again to act as Lead Partner in
Peace Days, supporting over twelve days presentation of peace-related activities
that celebrate values critical to our society’s well-being such as Diversity and
Inclusion. We are proud to support the Peace Network for Social Harmony in its
peace promotion initiatives, and congratulate Brian Bronfman on his leadership
as President of the Peace Network and the entire Network team for its tireless
efforts and great success in coordinating Peace Days.
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2022 PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES FROM SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2
Wednesday, September 21, from 2 to 5 pm

Wednesday, September 21, 7:30 pm to 8:30 pm

Speak Your Truth in Words and Music

Public Concert: Gathering for Peace

By Collectif 21 septembre

By Collectif du 21 Septembre

Wednesday, September 21, from 3 pm to 5 pm

Wednesday, September 21

Art Event: Meeting - Artists in
Transition for Peace

Exclusion by Numbers:
A Downloadable Activity

By Musée des beaux-arts de Mont-Saint-Hilaire

By Equitas - Human Rights Education Centre

Wednesday, September 21, from 4 pm to 6 pm

Starting September 21

Workshop: “CPRLV X LOVE QC:
The Future Is in the Palm of Your Hand”

Online Tools for Inclusion
and Openness to Difference

By Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization
Leading to Violence (CPRLV) and LOVE
(Quebec)

By Institut Pacifique
Starting September 21

Cuisine ton quartier Podcast Journeys

Wednesday, September 21,

By ATSA, Art into Action

from 6:30 pm to 7:45 pm

Inclusive Yoga: Build Inner Peace,
End Racism

Starting September 21

By The Art of Living Foundation Montreal in
partnership with My Healthy Workplace of
McGill University

By Mouvement de paix

Become a Sower of Smiles!

September 21-23
Wednesday, September 21, from 7 pm to 8 pm

An Evening of Storytelling, Poetry
and Exchange: Fall Equinox Event

United in Diversity - Discover
Montreal’s Cultural Communities
By Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA)

By La Maison amérindienne
From September 21 to October 2
Wednesday, September 21, from 7 pm to 9:15 pm

Network Chronicles

Cine-Inspiration: “All of Us”

By Tools of Peace Network

By Mouvement de Paix and Ciné-Quartier

In Dialogue
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Arts and Culture

Learning

Community

ACTIVITIES FROM SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2
From September 21 to October 2

Saturday, September 24, from 11 am to 5 pm

Participatory Mural

Participatory Experience: Lulling Time

By MÜ

By Berceurs du temps

From September 21 to October 2, from 9 am to 5 pm

Saturday, September 24, from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm

Collecting Used But Functional
Computers: Your Old Computer
for a Good Cause

Exchange and discussion meeting:
Giftedness from Every Angle

By Micro-Recyc-Cooperation

By Association québécoise pour la douance
(AQD)

Friday, September 23, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm

Saturday, September 24, from 3 pm to 5 pm

Silent Walk in the Woods
By Femmes Internationales Murs Brisées
Canada in collaboration with the Sanctuaire du
Sacré-Cœur et de Saint-Padre Pio

Workshop Discussion:
Let’s End Racism through Peace
By Bienvenue à l’immigrant (BAI)
Monday, September 26, from 11:30 am to 1:15 pm

Friday, September 23

March for Peace Days:
Educational Project
By Marie-Clarac School

Working with LGBTQ+ People in
Immigration Situations: A Discussion
of the Intersectional Approach
By Tools of Peace Network in collaboration
with Montreal LGBTQ+ Community Center

Friday, September 23

Reflective Workshop on Chindaï©

Tuesday, September 27, from 12 pm to 1:30 pm

By Académie des Ambassadeurs de la Paix

Launch of the Vivre-ensemble
podcasts

Saturday, September 24, from 10:30 am to 11:30 am

By Centre justice et foi

Story time: La couleur ne fait pas l’ami!
By Plateau-Mont-Royal Library

Wednesday, September 28, from 10 am to 2 pm

Saturday, September 24, from 11 am to 3 pm

Project of cultural mediation and art:
Trajectory Project

Peace Picnic

By Femme Relais

By Welcome Collective in collaboration with
ATSA Art into Action, Berceurs du temps,
Femmes Internationales Murs Brisés Canada,
Mouvement de Paix, Montréal la plus heureuse
and PAAL Partageons le monde.
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ACTIVITIES FROM SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2

Wednesday, September 28, at 1 pm

Thursday, September 29, from 7 pm to 8:30 pm

Webinar: “Hateful Acts - Status, Social
Consequences and Ways to Behave”

Presentation: “Dress Codes: Social
and Political Messages from Medieval
Spain to Bill 21 in Quebec”

By Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization
Leading to Violence (CPRLV)
Wednesday September 28, from 5 pm to 7 pm

Discussion workshop:
The Involvement of Quebec Youth
in International Dialogues:
Building Another World
By Katalizo
Wednesday, September 28, from 7 pm to 8:30 pm

Interview: Peace Builders
By Centre de méditation L’Émergence in
collaboration with The Oath of Humanity
Wednesday, September 28, from 7 pm to 9 pm

Evening of Discussion: Political Life,
Polarizing Debate and the Withdrawal
into Identity
By Centre de ressources sur la non-violence,
Centre de formation Marie Gérin-Lajoie and
Tools of Peace Network
Thursday, September 29, from 12 pm to 1 pm

By Muslim Awareness Week 2022 in
partnership with Concordia University, Sultan
Qaboos Center and Queen’s University
Friday, September 30, from 4 pm to 6:30 pm

Discussion Circle on the
Disappearance of Indigenous Children
By Centre de services de justice réparatrice
(CSJR)
Friday, September 30, from 5:30 pm to 8 pm

5 to 7 citizen: St-Michel for all
By CReACC-DiversitéS in collaboration with
Clinique juridique Saint-Michel
Saturday, October 1, from 10 a.m to 12:30 p.m

Discovering Muslim Montreal
By Centre justice et foi
Saturday, October 1, from 10:15 am to 11:15 am

Shabbat Special: Peace in our world,
peace in our homes, peace in our
hearts

Workshop: Impact and Management
of Unconscious Bias in the Workplace

By Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom

By YWCA Montreal

Saturday, October 1, 11:00 am to 12:00 pm

Thursday, September 29, from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Story time: La couleur ne fait pas
l’ami!

Understanding and Countering
Online Hate
By Equitas - Human Rights Education Centre
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By Mordecai-Richler Library

ACTIVITIES FROM SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2

Saturday, October 1, from 11 am to 8 pm

Sunday, October 2, from 5 pm to 8 pm

At the Crossroads of Solidarity:
Inclusive Pathways and Intersections
for Safer Communities

“Speed Dating” between
Organizations, plus Arts and Apéro!

By Institut National pour l’Équité, l’Égalité
et l’Inclusion des personnes en situation de
handicap (INÉÉI-PSH)
Saturday, October 1, from 2 pm to 4 pm

Forum theatre activity: What If We
Saw Each Other Differently?

By Montreal LGBTQ+ Community Center
Sunday, October 2

Panel Discussion: Who Is My
Neighbour? Seniors Gather to Meet
Each Other
By Montreal City Mission

By La Collective, Théâtre de l’Opprimé
Sunday, October 2, from 10 am to 4 pm

Open House Event
By Montreal Holocaust Museum
Sunday, October 2, from 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

Walk & Citizen’s Roundtable:
Nonviolence and sustainable
solidarity
By CReACC-DiversitéS and IRIPI

For complete programming
and the latest updates,
please visit:
www.thepeacedays.com
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Celebration of the International Day of Peace

Commemorative Event: Celebration
of the International Day of Peace
By the City of Montreal and the Peace Network for Social Harmony

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 7:45 AM TO 9:30 AM | Montreal City
Hall, 155 Notre Dame Street E., Lucien-Saulnier building
Bilingual | By invitation

The City of Montreal and the Peace Network for Social Harmony are
proud to join forces for a seventh consecutive year to celebrate the
International Day of Peace, and to highlight their many partners who
are working to ensure that Montreal is an inclusive, egalitarian, nonviolent and safe city. As part of this event, a two-person panel will discuss the link between
the fight against racism and the effort to build peace.
Guest panelists:
»

Bochra Manaï, Commissioner, Office for Combating Racism and Systemic
Discrimination

»

Anna Krol, Program Coordinator Diversity and Inclusion, Peace Network for Social
Harmony

Information: info@lereseaupaix.ca
Video: Mayor Valérie Plante
On the occasion of the International Day of Peace, the Mayor of Montreal, Valérie Plante,
released a video inviting us to participate in large numbers in Peace Days 2022 activities, as
an important step in the path toward greater equality and social justice. Ms. Plante reminds
us that, “Montréal is an inclusive city where hate and violence have no place.”
To view the video, please visit our Peace Days website: www.journeesdelapaix.com
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2022 Program

Content
To better reflect the types of activities offered by our partners, we have
created four categories of events.
In Dialogue – Activities in which dialogue is at the heart of the encounter,
such as interfaith walks, intercultural events, and intergenerational
exchange.
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Arts and Culture – Artistic and cultural activities, such as exhibitions,
performances, music, etc.
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Learning – Educational or awareness-raising activities such as webinars,
workshops, and discussion on specific topics.		
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Community – Citizen-based activities, such as celebrations, public kiosks,
and collective action on particular societal themes.

/32
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In Dialogue
Reflective Workshop on Chindaï©
By Académie des Ambassadeurs de la Paix

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
French / Elementary school students participating in a peace education
project / Free / Information: canada@academie-ambassadeursdepaix.org |
514-948-0708

Given the complex realities of contemporary life, including the challenge
of exclusion, we feel that it is necessary to reflect on peace and its
day-to-day application. The Academy of Peace Ambassadors will be presenting a reflective
workshop on Chindaï© using the theme of “Building peace,” to be offered in schools to Grade
3 students. The workshop will culminate with the production of a choreography set to music,
putting into motion ideas and possible solutions for peace building, supported by the creation
of posters illustrating certain key ideas.
The Academy of Peace Ambassadors teaches Chindaï©, a discipline of internal balance
that accompanies the individual from know-how to life skills. It offers both a theoretical and
a practical study to the principles of non-violence. In the school environment, our peace
education workshops have a positive effect on students, teachers and school administrators,
as well as the entire chain of education, including brothers, sisters, parents and grandparents.

Exchange and discussion meeting:
Giftedness from Every Angle
By Association québécoise pour la douance (AQD)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, FROM 1:30 PM TO 3:30 PM |
Parc Lafontaine: Near the gazebo of the chalet along the pond
(Robin des bois), 3933 Avenue du Parc La Fontaine, Montreal
French / Adults and teenagers / Free / Suggested registration

What does it mean if you are said to be gifted? Giftedness is a reflection of our population as
a whole: adolescents, adults of all genders, people from ethnocultural and immigrant diversity,
those living in poverty or with a disability, individuals with multiple interests and talents, etc.
Many gifted people don’t know why they feel different, yet this touches 3-5% of the population.
While exceptional ability can be positive, many painfully hide their difference in order to be
accepted. Through the sharing of gifted people’s experiences and observations, and through
questions and comments from participants, this exchange will address the invisible status of
giftedness within society and its impact on individuals.
Registration and information: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/billets-la-douance-sous-toutes-sescoutures-380070740817 | info@aqdouance.org
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In Dialogue
Workshop Discussion: Let’s End Racism
through Peace
By Bienvenue à l’immigrant (BAI)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, FROM 3 PM TO 5 PM | Destination Travail
conference room, 7580 Centrale Street, LaSalle
French / Adults, teenagers, young children / Free

This activity will take place in the Destination Travail conference room,
a partner of Bienvenue à l’Immigrant (BAI). On the agenda, we will have
three guests and a facilitator. Discussions will revolve around a theme chosen by BAI which
highlights the role of peace in the fight against racism, the need to counter prejudice, and the
acceptance of the other. The activity will start with aperitifs and hors d’oeuvres.
Information: h.mvondo@hotmail.com | 514-808-1605

Launch of the Vivre-ensemble podcasts
By Centre justice et foi

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, FROM 12 PM TO 1:30 PM | Online
French / Open to all / Free / Registration required

This activity, involving the launch of podcasts on specific themes, aims to generate deeper
reflection through discussions with guests on issues of migration, racism and pluralism. We
will hear from those who are contemplating and affected by these issues.
Our guests: Bouba, Thibault Camara, Safa Chebbi, Elsa Dorlin, Francis Dupuis-Déri,
Paul Eid, Ahmed Hamila and Denise Helly
Registration and information: eekobena@cjf.qc.ca 514-387-2541 ext. 278
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In Dialogue
Discussion workshop: The Involvement of Quebec
Youth in International Dialogues:
Building Another World
Par Katalizo

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, FROM 5 PM TO 7 PM | Un tiers lieu à
Montréal: 5031 Saint-Denis Street, Montreal
French/ Open to all / Free / Registration required

In order to promote the participation and mobilization of young people in international dialogue,
the discussion workshop will focus on their presence in activities (forums, conferences, artistic
events, etc.) internationally. The international sharing of ideas and knowledge makes it possible
to find answers to the problems that societies are currently facing. The discussion workshop
will discuss the benefits of young people taking a stand on global issues and will address the
mobilization of young people, in particular by giving the floor to people who have participated
in events of this type. The discussion will allow participants to learn more about the processes
and topics discussed during these events. In short, this activity aims to encourage international
dialogue between young people from here and elsewhere and to promote their ideas in order
to build peace and take action against inequalities.
Registration and information: francois.loza@katalizo.org

Interview: Peace Builders
By Centre de méditation L’Émergence in collaboration
with The Oath of Humanity

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, FROM 7 PM TO 8:30 PM |
7501 Saint-Denis Street, Montreal
French / Open to all (adults) / Free / Registration required

When peace overcomes our differences…
Eric Le Reste, national coordinator of Brahma Kumaris Centres Canada, will conduct a virtual
interview with Pierre Pirard, director of the film “All of Us,” screened last spring at L’Émergence.
Evening presented by L’Émergence meditation centre, under the sign of the Oath of Humanity©,
in collaboration with Femmes Internationals Murs Brisés Canada and Peace Days.
Registration required by September 28:
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/billets-entrevue-createurs-de-paix-396029433697 or 514-271-7717
or montreal@ca.brahmakumaris.org
Information: montreal@ca.brahmakumaris.org
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In Dialogue
Evening of Discussion: Political Life,
Polarizing Debate and the Withdrawal
into Identity
By Centre de ressources sur la non-violence, Centre de formation
Marie Gérin-Lajoie et Réseau outils de paix

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, FROM 7 PM TO 9 PM | Online Zoom
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all (adults and youth) / Free
Registration required

Political communication can be marked by polarizing speeches and
identity withdrawal. Quebec media are no exception. In this context, we
want to explore these questions: How can citizens position themselves
in response to the information communicated to them? How should we approach polarizing
speeches? How critically should we examine the Ethics and Religious Culture curriculum
in high schools that has now become the Quebec Culture course? Three panelists will help
guide our discussion: Fabien Cishahayo, Lecturer in the Department of Communication at
the University of Montreal. Normand Beaudet, Coordinator of the Centre de ressources pour
la non-violence and Nancy Labonté, Coordinator of the Centre de formation sociale MarieGérin-Lajoie.
Registration required by September 27:
https://www.zeffy.com/fr-CA/ticketing/43876b10-3ba2-4bd7-9617-4dbe53a6d8bf ou 514-276-4853
or coordination@outilsdepaix.org
Information: coordination@outilsdepaix.org
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In Dialogue
Presentation: “Dress Codes: Social and
Political Messages from Medieval Spain
to Bill 21 in Quebec”
By Muslim Awareness Week 2022 in partnership with Concordia
University, Sultan Qaboos Center and Queen’s University

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, FROM 7 PM TO 8:30 PM | In person
at the Concordia University, 1455 De Maisonneuve Blvd. West,
Montreal, Hall Bldg H-520, and online via ZOOM (Meeting ID: 898 4075
7316 / Passcode: 606055)
English / Open to all / Free / Accessibility: wheelchair

For centuries, clothing has been a wearable status symbol, and fashion an important identity
marker. Three distinguished panellists reflect on the cultural significance of attire, during
turning historical points, from medieval Spain to present times Sultanate of Oman dress
recommendations to Bill 21.
»

Adnan Husain, Director, School of Religion, Queen’s University, Kingston: His talk will
examine the connection between dress and appearance with ethnic, religious, and
social group identity, from medieval times to the present day, Bill 21. In particular, he
will focus on how social hierarchies, inclusion and exclusion, were managed through
clothing and cultural practices in Spain after the forcible conversion of Jews and
Muslims to Christianity.

»

Bradley Nelson, Chair, Classics Dept, Concordia, Montréal: His talk will examine how
for centuries Spanish literature and identity have exhibited an ambivalent relationship
with the Arabic other, who first arrived on the Iberian Peninsula in 711 CE. In particular,
he will focus on how the Spanish empire reacted against the Arab survivors’ (Moriscos)
attempts to maintain their culture and society through increasing isolation and eventual
expulsion in 1609.

»

Kathleen Ridolfo, Executive Director, Sultan Qaboos Cultural Center in Washington, D.C.:
Her talk will examine how The Sultan of Oman is promoting an Arab/Omani identity by
making the recent recommendations for male government employees to proudly adopt
traditional attire (the dishdasha and Omani turban). She will also give examples of special
cultural manifestations at the Sultan Qaboos Cultural Center.

A cultural exchange, moderated by Bradley Nelson will follow the presentations.
Attendees are encouraged to wear, with pride, their traditional/national attire.
Information: Samaa.elibyari@gmail.com
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In Dialogue
Discussion Circle on the Disappearance
of Indigenous Children
By Centre de services de justice réparatrice (CSJR)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, FROM 4 PM TO 6:30 PM |
2, rue St Charles Borromee, Joliette
Bilingual (French-Atikamekw) / Open to all (Adults) / Free
Registration required

As part of the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation, the CSJR is
organising a discussion circle with members of the Atikamekw community on the disappearance
of Aboriginal children in various institutions. Many Indigenous children disappeared from the
1940s to the 1980s, and families continue to search for them. This activity aims to create a
peaceful space in which to re-examine this page of our collective history, and to allow families
affected by these tragedies to express themselves publicly. Let’s be united by listening to them.
Registration required through September 20: https://forms.gle/Wo4vjZEHQKfgmvYJ9
Information and registration: manonmazenod@csjr.org or 514-933-3737

5 to 7 citizen: St-Michel for all
By CReACC-DiversitéS in collaboration with Clinique juridique Saint-Michel

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, FROM 5:30 PM TO 8 PM | François-Perreault
Park (St-Michel), Montreal
French / For all ages and stakeholders / Free

We know that equity is not guaranteed but, paradoxically, the
recognition of inequality of opportunity from childhood onwards is
difficult to achieve, to be heard; this when we do not all have the same
opportunities to start and succeed in life. Based on the testimonies
of young people, the experiences of interveners and the diverse
experiences of residents of the St-Michel neighbourhood, we invite you
to participate in this workshop to demystify ordinary racism. Whether
the differential treatment of the other is based on a real or supposed
difference, this oppression is inscribed in us. Instilling itself in many
spheres of our lives, it weighs so heavily on our social connections and
networks that it deepens gender inequalities. Whether you are from the neighbourhood or not,
this happy hour is for you: together, we will come out of it more informed and, hopefully, it will
help us do better individually and more collectively.
Information: nonviolence2022montreal@gmail.com
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In Dialogue
Discovering Muslim Montreal
By Centre justice et foi

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, FROM 10 AM TO 12:30 PM | Online: A Zoom link
will be sent to registrants
French / High school to adult / Free / Registration required

This activity examines Montreal’s Muslim identity by questioning the dominant
views that often undermine people’s appreciation and that fuel prejudice and racism about
Islamic tradition and Muslim people. This experience (which in previous years took the form of
a bus tour through Montreal neighbourhoods followed by thematic activities) invites us to ask
ourselves challenging questions regarding our relationship to the Muslim presence in Quebec.
Registration required by October 1, bit.ly/IslamiteMontrealaise
Information: midir@cjf.qc.ca | 514-387-2541 ext. 243

At the Crossroads of Solidarity: Inclusive
Pathways and Intersections for Safer
Communities
By Institut National pour l’Équité, l’Égalité et l’Inclusion des personnes
en situation de handicap (INÉÉI-PSH)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, FROM 11 AM TO 8 PM | Le collaboratif: 5800,
St-Denis Street, #602, Montreal
Trilingual (French-English-LSQ) / Open to all / Donation $10 or more
Registration required

“At the Crossroads of Solidarity: Inclusive Pathways and Intersections for Safer Communities” is
an event that aims to bring people together, uniting different Montreal communities from a variety
of backgrounds. We are offering an artistic expression workshop (painting, dance), examining the
different pathways in the fight against racism and ableism, and, most importantly, perspectives
on the inclusive and harmonious society that we want: one that is safe and egalitarian. We aim
to bring together supportive communities to express, through various artistic means, the right
to a harmonious society and an inclusive space. The event will include an activity allowing
participants to express themselves on themes of emancipation and the fight against violence
through painting (Free bodies: dance and painting). There will also be a panel discussion in which
individuals present their journey of emancipation and their recovery of power, but above all their
contribution to building fair, safe, egalitarian and inclusive communities.
Registration: aide@ineeipsh.org or 514-905-1039
Information: direction@ineeipsh.org or 514-905-1039
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In Dialogue
“Speed Dating” between Organizations,
plus Arts and Apéro!
By Montreal LGBTQ+ Community Center

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2, FROM 5 PM TO 8 PM | Phi Centre,
315 Saint-Paul St W, Montreal
French / Open to all / Free / Registration required

We invite you to a festive and colourful happy hour! You will have the opportunity to participate
in «speed dating» amongst organizations, led by André Ho. This networking activity will allow
you to solidify ties and develop synergies, through an event that highlights anti-racist and
intersectoral issues. Afterwards, you are invited to a cocktail party in which we will pay tribute
to the volunteers from CARE, the Coalition Asiatique pour une Relève Émancipatrice. A series
of artistic events, including a preview of the documentary “Crazy Broken” by Céline Do, will
close the event. Join us for a fun-filled evening of food and arts!
Registration required by September 26 at: liaison@cclgbtqplus.org
Information: andre.ho@cclgbtqplus.org | 514-528-8424

Panel Discussion: Who Is My Neighbour?
Seniors Gather to Meet Each Other
By Montreal City Mission

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2 | Montreal City Mission,
1435 City Councillors St., Montreal
English / Open to all / Free / Registration required

We will have an open conversation with a few of the GAT (Gathering at the Table) members
in order to share their experiences, and to meet and discover new friends from different
backgrounds.
The panel will be moderated by Dr. Amal Elsana Alhjooj
Registration required: maan@montrealcitymission.org
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Arts and Culture
Art Event: Meeting - Artists in Transition
for Peace
By Musée des beaux-arts de Mont-Saint-Hilaire

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, FROM 3 TO 5 PM | 150, rue du Centrecivique, Mont-Saint-Hilaire
French / Open to all / Accessible to persons with reduced mobility
Fee required / Registration required

Discussions and exchanges between the public and artists dedicated to
peace, within the framework of the exhibition “Les chemins de la transition,” which concerns the
links between climate change and the consequences that these upheavals can have on peace.
Registration required before 20 September: reception@mbamsh.com or 450-536-3033
Information: education@mbamsh.com

An Evening of Storytelling, Poetry
and Exchange: Fall Equinox Event
By La Maison amérindienne

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, FROM 7 TO 8 PM | 510 Montée des
Trente, Mont-Saint-Hilaire
French / Open to all / Accessible to persons with reduced mobility
Fee ($23, tax included)

In celebration of the balance between day and night present during the Fall Equinox, La Maison
autochtone is offering the public an evening under the theme of “Taking Action for Equality: End
Racism, Build Peace,” organized as part of Peace Days 2022. On Wednesday, September 21 at
7:00 pm, the 2nd Fall Equinox event will feature stories, poetry and discussions to help people
better understand Indigenous realities.
Registration required by September 21: info@maisonamerindienne.com or 450-464-2500
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Arts and Culture
Cine-Inspiration: “All of Us”
By Mouvement de Paix and Ciné-Quartier

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, FROM 7 PM TO 9:15 PM | MultiCAUS,
6049 LaSalle Blvd., Verdun
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all
Suggested voluntary contribution: $5

This documentary will take you around the globe while inspiring you with
initiatives that break down the barriers of difference.
You will see the power of “working together” to create bridges between
humans.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDArtFaGhxQ
The screening will be followed by a discussion regarding how the film has inspired us and how
everyone can, in their own way, be an actor for peace. This evening is offered in collaboration
with Ciné-Quartier, Mouvement de paix and Coop CAUS, an exemplary project in terms of
collaboration and human connection.
Information: 4boulos@gmail.com

Public Concert : Gathering for Peace
By Collectif du 21 Septembre: Maison de l’amitié, Centre Marie
Gérin-Lajoie, Religions pour la paix (Québec), Initiatives of Change
Canada and Antennes de paix

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 7:30 PM TO 8:30 PM | Maison de
l’amitié, 120 Av. Duluth Est, Montreal
Bilingual / Open to all / Free / Accessible to all

Around a few musicians, an informal group of people gather to sing for peace to celebrate
the International Day of Peace on September 21 each year. We invite you to a friendly public
concert which includes participatory group singing.
Information: evenements@maisondelamitie.ca
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Arts and Culture
Participatory Mural
By MÜ

FROM SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2 | 200 de Maisonneuve Blvd East,
Montreal
French / Only for teenagers from the Jeanne-Mance residences / Free /
Registration required

This activity is for teens from the Jeanne-Mance residences, who are
asked to register in order to take part in the creation of a mural. This
mural location will increase our outreach, since the space is used by all residents of this large
downtown dwelling. In addition, MÜ’s social media efforts will further expand the messaging.
Information: julie.emond@mumtl.org | 514-509-6877

Story time: La couleur ne fait pas l’ami !
By Plateau-Mont-Royal Library

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, FROM 10:30 AM TO 11:30 AM |
Bibliothèque du Plateau-Mont-Royal | 465 Avenue du Mont-Royal E,
Montreal
French / Children 5 to 8 years old / Free / Registration required

Join Dalila Assefsaf for an ethical story hour in honour of the release
of her new book, La couleur ne fait pas l’ami!, followed by a period of
meditation. The perfect opportunity to relax!
Registration required: https://forms.gle/nH3bxGxA2oYQNDKL6 or 514-872-2270
Information: samuel.albert@montreal.ca | 514-872-2270
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Arts and Culture
Participatory Experience: Lulling Time
By Berceurs du temps

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, FROM 11 AM TO 5 PM | Jarry Park
(near the gazebo, corner Saint-Laurent Blvd and Villeray St.), Montreal
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all / Accessible to persons
with reduced mobility / Free

A gentle immersion into the world of lullabies, this participatory experience invites you to take
a trip in a rocking chair. Listen to its murmurs and let yourself be carried away by the echoes
of childhood through songs from here and elsewhere, with more than 1500 lullabies in 75
languages. The mobile recording studio, housed in an old Westfalia, is open to those who
wish to give it a try.
Information: info@berceursdutemps.ca

Story time: La couleur ne fait pas l’ami !
By Mordecai-Richler Library

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 11:00 AM TO 12:00 PM | Mordecai-Richler
Library | 5434 Avenue du Parc, Montreal
French / Children 5 to 8 years old / Free / Registration required

Join Dalila Assefsaf for an ethical story hour in honour of the release
of her new book, La couleur ne fait pas l’ami!, followed by a period
of meditation. The perfect opportunity to relax!
Registration: https://forms.gle/UsBYs97pL8jmzi9Z8 or 514-872-2142
Information: dominique.poitras@montreal.ca | 514-872-6984
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Arts and Culture
Forum theatre activity: What If We Saw
Each Other Differently?
By La Collective, Théâtre de l’Opprimé

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, FROM 2 PM TO 4 PM | Espace Porte Rouge,
750 Rue Mistral, Montreal
French / From 16 years old / $20 - $15 - $12 via Zeffy platform
(Simplyk) - https://www.zeffy.com/fr-CA/ticketing/6013e5c8-f604-4c9a-bf228fabc770ff91

“What If We Saw Each Other Differently” is a forum theatre activity,
generating an interactive debate on diversity and social inclusion, aimed at
giving voice to people experiencing racism and discrimination. It provides
an open space for dialogue on the lived experience of each individual, in
order to better understand diversity in our society.
Forum theatre is the most often used and most impressive technique of the Théâtre de
l’Opprimé. It is a playful tool for raising awareness and for collective reflection, making it
possible to take on complex issues and to actively seek out solutions.
Fire up your imagination; in forum theatre, everything is possible!
Registration : lacollectiveto.com
Information: lacollectiveto@gmail.com | 438-763-3156

Open House Event
By Montreal Holocaust Museum

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2, FROM 10 AM TO 4 PM | Montreal Holocaust
Museum, 5151 ch. de la Cote Ste-Catherine, Montreal
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all / Free / Registration required

The Montreal Holocaust Museum is participating in the Ministère
de la Culture et des Communications initiative offering free Museum admission on the
first Sunday of every month! During your visit to the Museum, discover artefacts that bring
additional significance to survivor accounts, by portraying Jewish life before, during and after
the Holocaust.
Please book your time-specific tickets before your visit!
Registration: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/journee-portes-ouvertes-open-house-eventtickets-332970552887 or 514-345-2605 or info@museeholocauste.ca
Information: sarah.fogg@museeholocauste.ca or 514-240-7357
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Learning
Online Tools for Inclusion
and Openness to Difference
By Institut Pacifique

STARTING SEPTEMBER 21 |
Online: https://institutpacifique.com/outils-gratuits/
French / Parents of 5 to 12 year old children / Free

Widely present in schools, Institut Pacifique is also offering parents free tools aimed at helping
5 to 12 year old children to enjoy healthy and harmonious relationships. Among its offerings, the
organization is presenting tools that promote inclusion and openness to difference, drawn from
its renowned My Culture in resPAIX program.
Discover these proven and fun tools that will guide your child through their online and real-life
relationships. Using them regularly helps with the development of lifelong social and emotional
skills!
Information: gdumais@institutpacifique.com | 514-598-1522

Exclusion by Numbers:
A Downloadable Activity
By Equitas - Human Rights Education Centre

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 | Online: https://www.equitas.org
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all – Ages 6 + / Free

This activity asks children to think about situations of racism, discrimination and exclusion, to
explore what it feels like to be treated unfairly, and to discuss how to adopt more inclusive
behaviors. The activity is suitable to groups of children aged 6 years or older.
Download the activity here:
https://equitas.org/resource/peace-days-activity-2022-exclusion-by-numbers/
Information : mlsarrazin@equitas.org
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Learning
Workshop: “CPRLV X LOVE QC: The Future
Is in the Palm of Your Hand”
By Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence
(CPRLV) and LOVE Quebec

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, FROM 4 PM TO 6 PM | Love Quebec,
430 Ste-Hélène Street, 6th floor (604), Montreal
French / Youth aged 14 to 17 / Free
Registration required (limited space)

This workshop will focus on the power of resilience and of change. Is it
possible to change? Is change a positive thing? We will discuss issues
related to radicalisation, social harmony and resilience. A short film will
be presented to participants and an artistic activity will be dedicated
to its themes.
Registration required before September 19 (Maximum capacity: 15 people):
info-qc@loveorganization.ca

Network Chronicles
By the Tools of Peace Network

SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2 |
Online:
Facebook: facebook.com/outilsdepaix
Instagram: instagram.com/outilsdepaix
Twitter: twitter.com/outilsdepaix
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all / Free

During each of the 12 days of Peace Days, the Tools of Peace network will
shine a spotlight on its members and the actions they are implementing for
peace and against racism. Each day, a different organization will be featured
and its work will be explained through multiple daily online publications.
Information: coordination@outilsdepaix.org | 514-276-4853
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Learning
March for Peace Days: Educational Project
By Marie-Clarac School

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 | In front of the school, 11273 Av. de Mère-Anselme,
Montréal-Nord
Bilingual (French-English) / Youth, parents and activists / Free

Given what is happening all around us, we are using the full school year
to look at “Peace.” For Peace Days, we are organizing a march, in which
young people from preschool to secondary 5 will walk for the peace, inviting
neighbourhood residents to join them.
Information: blevasseur@marie-clarac.qc.ca

Working with LGBTQ+ People in Immigration
Situations: A Discussion of the Intersectional
Approach
By the Tools of Peace Network in collaboration with the LGBTQ+
Community Centre

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH FROM 11:30AM TO 1:15PM | Love
Quebec, 430 Ste-Hélène Street, 6th floor (604), Montreal
French/ Priority to representatives and supporters from Tools of Peace
member organizations, with remaining spaces offered to the general
public / Free / Registration required

This presentation/discussion explores the cultural biases that create
barriers to working with LGBTQ+ youth and adults in immigration
situations. We will address the intersectional approach in order to provide
an overview of intervention options. Life situations such as coming-out,
illness and mental health will be specifically addressed. The workshop
focuses on intervention, but the knowledge can be transferred to a
training and educational context.
Registration open until September 16: https://www.zeffy.com/fr/ticketing/f8406d50-3466-4cbf-bb05bbbaa23eb47b
Information: coordination@outilsdepaix.org | 514-276-4853
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Learning
Webinar: “Hateful Acts - Status, Social
Consequences and Ways to Behave”
By Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading
to Violence (CPRLV)

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, AT 1:00 PM | Online on Zoom, the link
will be sent to registrants
French / Open to all / Free / Registration required

Since Quebec is experiencing a rise in hateful acts, both online and offline, the Centre for the
Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence (CPRLV) is proposing that this 2022 edition
of Peace Days take a look at this sensitive and complex phenomenon.
After taking the time to take stock of the situation of hate in Quebec (numbers, motives, targets,
spaces), this webinar will analyse the individual and collective consequences of hate, and will
present a series of tools, resources and means of action and prevention for addressing and
reinforcing the principles of social harmony.
Registration required: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/les-actes-haineux-etats-des-lieux-impactssocietaux-et-moyens-dagir-tickets-380393977627
Information: jplisson@cprmv.org or 514-825-7243
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Learning
Workshop: Impact and Management
of Unconscious Bias in the Workplace
By YWCA Montreal

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, FROM 12:00 TO 1:00 PM | Online via
Zoom
French / Open to all (adults) / Free / Registration required

We all have unconscious biases. They play an important role in the recruitment process and
more generally in the functioning of companies. During this workshop, we will reflect in depth on
our own barriers and on our observations in the workplace, in order to develop strategies that
distance ourselves from biases and take advantage of the multiple opportunities that a diverse
and inclusive workplace offers.
Topics covered: Perception and unconscious bias; benefits of diversity; Strategies for minimising
bias; good practices and resources.
Registration required before 25 September:
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/billets-limpact-et-la-gestion-des-biais-inconscients-en-milieu-detravail-395419048017
Information: communications@ydesfemmesmtl.org

Understanding and Countering Online Hate
By Equitas - Human Rights Education Centre

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, FROM 5:00 PM TO 8:00 PM | Maison
du développement durable, 50 Sainte-Catherine Street West, Montreal
Bilingual (French-English) / Youth aged 14 to 25 / Free
Registration required

This participatory workshop will explore what is online hate and hate speech, and the digital
spaces in which these experiences take place. The workshop will also equip you to become an
ally in countering online hate and defending the right to non-discrimination. The workshop will
include activities to understand how online hate manifests itself and strategies to respond to it.
Please note that this activity will have a selection process.
Youth under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult. Dinner will be provided!
Registration required by September 22
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/inscription-atelier-comprendre-et-contrer-la-haine-en-ligne-380588740167
Information: mlsarrazin@equitas.org
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Community
Speak Your Truth in Words and Music
By Collectif 21 septembre: Maison de l’amitié, Centre Marie Gérin-Lajoie,
Religions pour la paix (Québec), Initiatives et changement (Canada),
Antennes de paix

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, FROM 2 TO 5 PM | Place du Côteau
St-Louis (Laurier metro exit), Montreal
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all / Free

During the day, the Speak Your Truth activity consists of asking passers-by about an issue
related to peace using a specific question, which in 2022 will be: “Discrimination and me...”.
The answers are written on coloured sheets that we post on site, so that anyone can read
them. The event is accompanied by musical entertainment and a free apple to munch on. In
the evening, we offer a musical celebration at the Maison de l’Amitié (120 Duluth Ave. East),
including a sing-along to lyrics related to peace.
Information: evenements@maisondelamitie.ca or 514-621-1853

Inclusive Yoga: Build Inner Peace, End Racism
By The Art of Living Foundation Montreal in partnership with My Healthy
Workplace of McGill University

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, FROM 6:30 PM TO 7:45 PM | In person:
Lower Field Campus, McGill University, 845 Sherbrooke Boulevard West,
Montreal |Online: https://www.facebook.com/ArtdeVivreMTL/ and https://www.
facebook.com/McGillUniversity/
Bilingual (French-English) / For all yoga enthusiasts (beginners or advanced)
Free / Registration required

Yoga allows us to increase inner peace and to feel more compassion and
empathy towards the other, which brings a greater sense of belonging
and inclusion towards our community. Art of Living Montreal is offering
a FREE yoga session in partnership with My Healthy Workplace McGill.
The live session at the McGill University Campus will also be broadcast
on the Facebook pages of our two organizations. The Art of Living Foundation aims to create
a stress-free and violence-free society and celebrates the diversity of all cultures!
Registration required: Eventbrite : https://tinyurl.com/PeaceDays2022
Information: abc@artofliving.ca | 514-836-0809
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Community
Cuisine ton quartier Podcast Journeys
By ATSA, Art into Action

STARTING SEPTEMBER 21 | Available in 10 Montreal boroughs
Check out our website: https://atsa-cuisinetonquartier.ca/montreal/
French / Open to all / Free

The “Cuisine ton quartier” (Cooking Your Neighbourhood) podcast
invites you to take a thought-provoking stroll through the lives and
concerns of the refugees and immigrants who make up the social
fabric of our Montreal neighbourhoods.
Listen to testimonials from immigrants, community organizations, social workers, members of
the host society and committed artists. Live the experience by going on-site, for an auditory
guided tour, at your own pace, in 10 local boroughs:
Montréal-Nord : Parc Henri-Bourassa
Saint-Léonard : Parc Luigi-Pirandello
Villeray–Saint-Michel–Parc-Extension : Parc Jarry
Ahuntsic-Cartierville : Parc Marcelin-Wilson
Pierrefonds-Roxboro : Parc George Springate
Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce : Parc Martin-Luther-King
Saint-Laurent : Parc Painter
Anjou : Parc Goncourt
LaSalle : Parc Ménard
Verdun : Parc Arthur-Therrien
A project promoting cultural diversity, with a variety of communities, in order to create a network
of solidarity!
Information: mobilisation@atsa.qc.ca | 514-844-9830
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Community
Become a Sower of Smiles!
By Mouvement de paix

STARTING SEPTEMBER 21 | Online: https://www.mouvementdepaix.org/
projets-et-evenements
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all / Free

Both egalitarian and free, smiling is accessible to everyone! Smiles build
bridges between people, soften hearts and even have the power to spread
joy to those who receive them, as well as those who offer them.
This year, Mouvement de paix suggests 3 ways to sow smiles during
Peace Days:
Do one kind thing a day for someone you think is different from you
Hand out challenge cards to inspire your neighbourhood
Challenge your work team, family or friends to a daily challenge
Information: 4boulos@gmail.com

United in Diversity - Discover Montreal’s
Cultural Communities
By The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA)

SEPTEMBER 21-23 | Online https://www.facebook.com/CIJAQC
French / Open to all / Free

Discover Montreal’s cultural communities through this three-part
documentary series broadcast on MAtv. Interviews with teachers,
leaders and Montrealers from diverse communities will help you learn more about their history,
their uniqueness and their experience.
This project is the result of an initiative developed by CIJA in partnership with cultural chambers
of commerce and produced by MAtv. One episode per day will be posted on the CIJA Facebook
page between September 21 and 23, as part of Peace Days.
Information: rbrossard@cija.ca or 514-743-2883
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Community
Collecting Used But Functional Computers:
Your Old Computer for a Good Cause
By Micro-Recyc-Cooperation

SEPTEMBER 21 TO OCTOBER 2, FROM 9 AM TO 5 PM | 7000 Ave du Parc,
Room 310, Montreal
Bilingual (French-English) / Open to all / Free

The purpose of this activity is to collect used but functional computer
equipment, which will then be redistributed for initiatives that contribute
to spreading peace and joy! Donations can be used for individual or
collective causes and will contribute to the sharing of inspiring content on social media, be it
a text, photo, drawing, video, dance, poem, etc. The beneficiaries will primarily be individuals
and communities in need. The activity lasts from September 21 to October 2.
Information: franckbillaud@microrecyccoop.org or 514-250-2826

Silent Walk in the Woods
By Femmes Internationales Murs Brisées Canada in collaboration with the
Sanctuaire du Sacré-Cœur et de Saint-Padre Pio

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, FROM 6:30 PM TO 8:30 PM | Sanctuaire du
Sacré-Cœur and Saint-Padre Pio, 3650 de la Rousselière Blvd., Montreal
French / Open to all / Free

The Capuchin Friars and FIMB Canada invite you to walk in the woods
of the Sacred Heart and St. Padre Pio Shrine. This silent walk will be
dedicated to a reflection on peace and on our will to express it in our
daily lives.
Afterwards, you are cordially invited to a celebration in honour of Padre
Pio of Pietrelcina, one of the most popular saints of the twentieth century,
whose life was marked by courage, truth and justice.
As part of the experience, together with St. Philomena, a 2-minute
meditation will be offered at 8 p.m. for the children of all nations and for
those who suffer.
Information: info@fimb-canada.org | 1 514 948 0708
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Community
Peace Picnic
By Welcome Collective in collaboration with ATSA Art into Action, Berceurs
du temps, Femmes Internationales Murs Brisés Canada, Mouvement de Paix,
Montréal la plus heureuse and PAAL Partageons le monde.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, FROM 11 AM TO 3 PM | Jarry Park: Near
the gazebo at St-Laurent Blvd. and Villeray St., Montreal
Trilingual (French-English-Spanish) / Open to all / Free

As part of Peace Days, and in the spirit of the Oath of Humanity©, the Welcome Collective
is organizing a “Peace Picnic,” as an example to lay the foundations of a better world, for 10
newcomer families. You are welcome to come and picnic with us, as a way to offer them a
warm welcome. Bring your lunch! Recognizing that prejudice and racism cause serious harm
and disruption to communities, this event will be an opportunity for participants to: meet other
newcomers; recognize that the hope of all human beings is to live on a peaceful planet; sow
smiles; build bridges beyond words, through music; share the joy of a sincere and inclusive
social dynamic; discover life stories, challenging journeys, and genuine, unique experiences
that make us grow in courage and human intelligence.
Information : info@fimb-canada.org

Project of cultural mediation and art:
Trajectory Project
By Femme Relais

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, FROM 10 AM TO 2 PM | 4294 Robert
Blvd. Montreal
French / Open to all / Free

For one month, ten Quebec women, five born here and five
immigrants, will participate in a weaving workshop that will allow them to share their respective
realities. Through this process, they will explore the notion of identity, especially the way that
our perception of the world influences our visible behaviours. Thus, in addition to learning this
artform and creating a collective work, participants will have the opportunity to discuss the various
avenues that lead to a just and egalitarian society. To conclude this month, people of all ages are
invited to come and finish the artwork with these ten women. During the activity, you will be able
to learn how to weave, discover the themes they have addressed, participate in the dialogue, and,
finally, you too can take part in this artistic exchange that promotes intercultural rapprochement:
a unique, peaceful and inclusive opportunity to deconstruct prejudices!
Information: agenteliaisonfr@gmail.com or 514-830-7481
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Community
Shabbat Special: Peace in our world,
peace in our homes, peace in our hearts.
By Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, FROM 10:15 AM TO 11:15 AM | 4100 Sherbrooke
St W, Westmount
English / Open to all / Free

Shabbat Special (In-person & online) in partnership with The Peace
Network for Social Harmony and in the spirit of the Days of Awe,
Rabbi Grushcow will be teaching on the theme of Shalom: Peace in
our world, peace in our homes, peace in our hearts.
Information : marci@templemontreal.ca

Walk & Citizen’s Roundtable:
Nonviolence and sustainable solidarity
By CReACC-DiversitéS and IRIPI

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2, FROM 1:30 PM TO 4:00 PM | 475 de Maisonneuve
Blvd. East, Montreal (in front of the entrance)
French / Open to all / Free

Building peace, cultivating it together like a large garden, promoting it
by walking for it and commemorating non-violence, and then discussing
what brings us together rather than what divides us is the activity to which
we warmly invite you. By participating, you will contribute to promoting
this culture of kindness and understanding, which is within the reach
of the greatest number of people. These awareness and educational
actions will ensure that “right means lead to right ends”, to quote Ghandi.
The proposed discussion, imbued with the Mahatma’s pacifist spirit and
great soul, will be informed by both guest panelists and inspiring citizen
questions.
Information: communications.creacc@gmail.com
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FINANCIAL PARTNERS
LEAD PARTNER

MAJOR PARTNER

PARTNERS

SUPPORTERS

The Janice & Mark
Sherman Family Foundation

John Graham

Alain Tascan

Alan Klinkhoff

Divco Foundation

Gluskin Sheff

Charles Kaufmann

Newton Foundation

David Forest
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PEACE NETWORK FOR SOCIAL HARMONY - MEMBERS AND FRIENDS

FONDATION
DE LA FAMILLE
CLAUDINE
ET STEPHEN
BRONFMAN

The Cummings
and Gold Families

The Jonathan &
Susan Wener
Family Foundation

Jeff & Geraldine Hart
Family Foundation

Andy Nulman et Lynn
Harris-Nulman

Jade Raymond

Marsha Bronfman

Jane Siblin

Miriam Roland

Brian Sokoliuk

Jed Kahane

Nadine St-Louis

Bruce Leboff

Jeff Hart

Neil Wiener et Sylvi Plante

Catherine Boulos

Larry Markowitz

Peter Turkstra

Geoffrey S. Moore

Phyllis Lambert

François Morin

Marc Binette et MarieHélène Côté

Soryl Shulman Rosenberg

Honey A. Dresher

Marc Juteau

Tony Loffreda
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IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS
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IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS
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Chantal Lévesque

Michael Abril

Stephanie Dinsdale

Michael Abril

Stephanie Dinsdale

Michael Abril

Made with 100% Quebec-made recycled paper

